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100. Zeugrhabdotus trivectis Bergen (1994) 
 

 
Pl. 1, figs 26a-b, 27a-c 

 
Derivation of name: Latin. trinus =three, vectis = bar, lever. 
Diagnosis: A species of Zeugrhabdotus exhibiting a bicyclic rim extinction pattern of 

contrasting birefringence (inner cycle is bright); optically, the transverse bar gives the 
impression of three element bundles arranged at slightly oblique angles to each 
other. 

Description: Medium-sized, normally elliptical murolith. The distal shield is constructed 
of a single cycle of 28-32 elements with strong dextral imbrication. A thin, narrow, 
basal inner cycle observed in distal view may represent the inner portion of the 
proximal shield. The central area is spanned by a transverse bar constructed of 
fibrous elements. The bar broadens slightly near the juncture with the inner rim 
margin. A circular distal projection, which is narrower than the bar, is present at the 
centre of the coccolith. Specimens exhibit a bicyclic rim extinction pattern. The inner 
cycle displays a 1st order white birefringence and the outer cycle is faintly 
birefringent. The transverse bar displays the same bright birefringence as the inner 
rim cycle when specimens are oriented parallel to the polarizing direction. The bar 
elements are optically grouped into three bundles oriented at slightly oblique angles 
to each other. Measured specimens: length 4.7-6.0 µm; ellipticity 1.3-1.5; relative 
central area size 0.50-0.57. 

Remarks: As with most Zeugrhabdotus species, the optical properties of Zeugrhabdotus 
trivectis are more distinct than its ultrastructure. 

Range: Cosmopolitan, early Valanginian to middle Cenomanian. LO in the following 
sections: (l) DSDP Site 534 (28% Sa), Core77-3, 43-44cm; (2) SE France (Angles, 70% 
Sa), Bed 284, campylotoxum Zone. 
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Holotype: Plate 1, figure 27a-c, BGS Speeton Borehole, 14.07m. 
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